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In all this matter too little notice has
been paid to the function of the hearing
ear. Our English language with its single
n designates the sounds for the hearing ear
quite sufficiently ; the Sanskrit exactness of
n, n, n and n is a finesse due to the speaking
tongue. The hearing ear in all of these
cases takes cognizance of nasality, the
speaking voice makes the closure for the
nasal at a point convenient for the neigh-
bouring consonants. So, to my mind, the

gutturals shift parasitically to suit con-
tiguous vowels. The guttural would tend to
permanence for any group of words so far as
its members were felt to be akin, but a change
in the character of the contiguous vowel
would form a counter-tendency, the stronger
in proportion to the isolation of any word
from its group in meaning.

Lexington, Va.
EDWIN W. FAY.

ETYMOLOGY OF LATIN INGENS.

MR. Fay (Class. Rev. Feb. 1897, p. 12)
gives two objections to the connection of
ingens with yevos, etc. ' compounded with an
indeterminate .preposition.' As neither
reason concerns the preposition itself, it may
be concluded that it is unobjectionable. I t
is curious that he should not have mentioned
that the last syllable of the reduplicated
stem yiyavr- is the exact phonetic equivalent
of the Latin -gent-. In the face of this it is

undesirable to connect ingens with the Greek
ayav, which of course looks like the accusa-
tive of a substantive ayd (borrowed in Attic)
connected with aya/iai. I hold that there is
not a single certain example of initial Skt. &
or initial Grk. d occurring in words akin to
forms beginning with m followed by a
vowel.

C. A. M. FENNELL.

ON ARISTOTLE'S POETICS c. 25.

r
 AE. Poet. xxv. 6. otov KO.1 2O<£OKA?}S &M-

ai ros /u.ev oiovs Sel TTOICIV, EvpnriSrjv Be otoi
tlariv.

Prof. Butcher thus translates this sen-
tence, ' just as Sophocles said that he drew
men as they ought to be drawn; Euripides,
as they are.' In the first clause he under-
stands iroieiv with 8ei, herein agreeing with
Dr. Verrall, who in the Classical Review for
1889 (vol. iii. p. 27), in a notice of Berlage's
De Euripide Philosopho, writes as follows
upon this sentence,' it seems that the author
renders this dictum, according to the
strangely persistent error, as if the infinitive
to be supplied with 8ci were etvai. This is
not merely impossible by the form of the
sentence, but makes Sophocles' criticism
absurdly untrue. The infinitive supplied is
irot€tv: Sophocles admitted reality only
within the limits imposed by poetic art, or
rather by the Greek conception of dramatic
art. Euripides, with or without reason,
overstepped those limits.' Before Dr.
Verrall, it appears that Welcker also took

the sentence in the same way. In a note
Prof. Butcher says,1 ' Vahlen, however,
understands etvai with 8tt.' I have not met
with any commentator (though I admit
there are many I have not seen at all)
except the three above named who does not
understand etvai with 8«T. Dacier, Hurd,
Lessing, Twining, Tyrwhitt, Stahr and
Prickard all agree on the grammatical
construction of the sentence, however much
they differ among themselves as to its
meaning. The ' error' then, if it is an
error, is, as Dr. Verrall remarks, ' strangely
persistent,' but is it an error? While
agreeing with Dr. Verrall and Prof. Butcher
upon the explanation I venture to doubt the
correctness of their rendering.

Before dealing with the rendering it is
well to consider the meaning which is
intended to be conveyed. There are two
interpretations given. (1) When Sophocles
said he drew men ' as they ought to be' he
referred to moral goodness. Thus Dacier

1 Aristotle's Theory of Poetry and Fine Art, p. 343,
note 3.
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translates, 'que Sophocle faisait ses h6ros,
comme ils devaient etre, et qu' Euripide les
faisait comme ils otaient,' and explains,
'Sophocle tachait de rendre ses imitations
parfaites, en suivant toujours bien plus ce
qu' une belle nature etait capable de faire,
que ce qu'elle faisait. Au lieu qu' Euripide'
ne travaillait qu'a les rendre semblables, en
consultant davantage ce que cette meme
nature faisait, que ce qu'elle etait capable
de faire.' This explanation is quoted with
approbation and adopted by Twining and
Mr. Prickard.1 I t cannot be denied that
there are several passages in the Poetics
that give colour to it, 'Tragedy aims at
representing men as*better than in actual
life (PeXriovs i w VVV),' and 'Epic poetry
agrees with Tragedy in so far as it is an
imitation in verse of characters of a higher
type (ju/ir/trK o"irovSaiu>v),' and again, ' in
respect of character there are four things to
be aimed at, First, and most important, it
must be good (TO. TJ0T;... OTTOS xpijora v)' '•
still, Prof. Butcher shows that these expres-
sions are qualified by others, and this
explanation is so opposed to Aristotle's
theory of Poetry and Fine Art on the whole,
and so contrary to the practice of Homer
and Sophocles that it can hardly be the
correct one.

(2) That Sophocles referred to his repre-
sentation of the type and not the individual,
the universal not the particular. Bishop
Hurd in his commentary on the Ars Poetica of
Horace explains as follows, ' The meaning is,
Sophocles from his more extended commerce
with mankind, had enlarged and widened
the narrow, partial conception, arising from
the contemplation of particular characters,
into a complete comprehension of the kind.
"Whereas the philosophic Euripides, having
been mostly conversant in the academy,
when he came to look into life, keeping his
eye too intent on single, really existing
personages, sunk the hind in the individual ;
and so painted his characters naturally
indeed, and truly, with regard to the objects
in view, but sometimes without that general
and universally striking likeness which is
demanded to the full exhibition of poetical
truth.' This explanation is approved by
Lessing, and by Stahr, who translates the
saying of Sophocles, ' er schildere Menschen
wie sie sein miissen, Euripides dagegen, wie
sie in die Wirklichkeit sind,' and adds in a
note ' nicht sittlich bessere; idealere Men-
schen hat Sophokles nach diesem seinem
Ausspruche schildern wollen und geschildert,
sondern " kiinstlerisch wahre," d. h. solche,

1 Aristotle on the Art of Poetry, p. 95, note 33.

wie sie nach den Gesetzen der kunst sein
miissen.' Dr. Verrall, as above quoted,
agrees with this, so does Prof. Butcher,
who says, ' the characters of Sophocles
answer to the higher dramatic requirements;
they are typical of universal human nature
in its deeper and abiding aspects; they are
ideal, but ideally human.' This explanation
is also that suggested by the Poetics as a
whole and in many passages. I need only
quote one from ch. 9, 'Poetry tends to
express the universal, history the particular.
The universal tells us how a person of given
character will on occasion speak or act,
according to the law of probability or
necessity; and it is this universality at
which Poetry aims in giving expressive
names to the characters.' There is, no
doubt, some difficulty in those expressions
of Aristotle that require a certain amount
of moral goodness in the characters of
tragedy, but Prof. Butcher goes far to
reconcile them with the interpretation last
enunciated by pointing out, first, that
Aristotle does not seem quite to have
emancipated himself from some consequences
of the ancient opinion that the aim of poetry
is moral improvement, and secondly, that
the goodness of character required is not
really coextensive with moral goodness but
that ' the characters portrayed by epic and
tragic poetry have their basis in moral
goodness; but the goodness is of the heroic
order. I t is quite distinct from plain,
unaspiring virtue.. I t has nothing in. it
common or mean. Whatever be the moral
imperfections in the characters, they are
such as impress our imagination, and arouse
the sense of grandeur: we are lifted above
the reality of daily life.'2 If I may be
allowed to say so, I agree with Prof.
Butcher in his interpretation and in his
further explanation. Aristotle does not
quite come up to the doctrine of I'art pour
Vwrt, but he is much nearer to it than any
of his successors in ancient times. I have
purposely avoided the use of the word
'ideal,' as it is ambiguous, and indeed is
used in two different senses in the passages
above quoted from Stahr and Prof. Butcher.

Now we come to the words of our text.
Dr. Verrall assumes that if we understand
thai the reference must be to moral goodness,
which reference as he rightly says would be
'absurdly untrue.' But is such a reference
necessary? I cannot think so. .None of
the commentators (as far as I have seen)
who adopt the same interpretation as Dr.
Verrall find any difficulty in understanding

p. 217.
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elvai and translating • as they ought to be,'
and even Prof. Butcher says, 'even if we
accept this construction [i.e. understanding
elvai], the Set will still be the " ought" of
aesthetic obligation, not the moral " ought."'
This is, in my judgment, precisely so. I
admit that if the sentence were isolated it
would not only be natural to understand
iroielv, but this would be the only possible
construction. But the context makes all the
difference. "We will then look at the context.
At the beginning of c. 25 we read, " With
respect to critical difficulties and their solu-
tions, the number and nature of the sources
from which they may be drawn may be
thus exhibited. The poet being an imitator,
like a painter or any other artist, must of
necessity imitate one of three objects,—
things as they were or are, things as they
are said or thought to be, or things as they
o u g h t t o be (17 yap ota r(v ij eariv, rj ota <pa<riv
KOU BoKei, r) ota etvai Bet).' Then , af ter some
remarks upon the two kinds of faults in
poetry, sec. 6 goes on, 'Further, if it be
objected that the description is not true to
fact, the poet may perhaps reply,—" But the
objects are as they ought to be," just as
Sophocles said that he drew men as they
ought to be; Euripides as they are. In
this way the objection may be met. If,
however, the representation be of neither
kind, the poet may answer,—" This is what
is commonly said " (wpos 8e TOVTOK eav orm-
liarai on OVK aXrjOrj, aXk' ICTUS <o>s> Bei—otov
Kal 2O<£OKA?}S e<pr/ avrbs [lev oiovs Bei iroieiv,
HvpnrCSrjv Be otoi elvriv—Tavrg Kvreov. el 8c
/j.r)8erep<tis, o n OVTO) <f>acriv)'

Here it is clear that OVK aX-qOrj and 0T01
euriv refer to ota rjv 17 IOTIV in the previous
passage, <d>s> Set and ofous 8« to ota elvai
Bet, a n d ovrm <pao~iv t o o ta <pao~iv Kal BoKeX. I
am unable then to see any difficulty in
taking oiovs Set in the second passage as
equivalent to ofovs elvai Bet when we have
had already ota elvai Bet. Thus far for the
grammar. But I also further maintain
that to bring out the meaning of Sophocles'
saying—the meaning which both Dr. Verrall
and Prof. Butcher assign to it—it is better
to understand elvai than BeZ I t must be
noticed that it is not what Aristotle says of
Sophocles and Euripides, but what Sophocles
says of himself and Ruripides. Aristotle
indeed might very well have said that
Sophocles ' drew men as they ought to be
drawn,' because his views of artistic repre-
sentation agree with those of Sophocles.
But it seems to me that the reply of
Sophocles here given amounts to this, ' I do
not profess to imitate men as they are found
in real life—I leave that to Euripides. I
imitate men as they ought to be—ought,
that is, according to the canons of art to
which I conform.' This is merely saying, I
have one theory of art, Euripides another,
and appears to my mind to be more pointed
as an answer to the objection here pro-
pounded, and more consistent with the
evKoXia of Sophocles, than the somewhat
arrogant remark, ' I draw men as they
ought to be drawn, Euripides as they are.'

R. C. SEATON.

ARISTOPHANES, FROGS 1435 sqq.

THE MSS. give :—

AI. SXK' !TI

tiiraTov
•n-epl rfjs

[uav yvo>iirjv

(Toynjpiav.
E Y . £1 TIS TTTtpoJo'aS KAeOKpiTOV KlV7JO"l'a 1 4 3 7

alpoiev avpai ireXayiav tnrep ir\a.Ka.
AI. yeXowv av <paivoiTO' vovv 8' e%ei

EY. el vav/ia)(oiev, KO.T e\ovre<i
paivoiev es TO. fi\.e<papa T£>V ivavrimv. 1441
cyu) fiev o(8a Kal 6e\m <f>pa£eiv. AI .

Xeye. 1442
EY. orav ra vvv airurra irurO' -^yia/ieOa, 1443

TO 8' 6Vra iricrr 3/iruTTa,

AI. 7r5s; oi fiav6dva>.
afiaOearepov ira)S elire Kal <ra<j>e<r-

repov.
EY. ei TU>V TroXirStv oto-t vvv irurTevofiev,

TOVTOIS airurTrjo-ai/Lev, ots 8' ou

rovrouTi -)(prqcraiix.e(T&', icrare

S
el vvv ye Bvarv^ov/iev ev rovrouri,

irws
Tavavri' av irpa^avTcs ou awZpifieO'

S.v; 1450
A I . ev y , a) I laXa/ i i jScs , al <TO<f>u>TaTq

ravrl \irorep' avros rjvpes fj
ao<j>S)V;


